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PREFACE 
The Regional Development Group is engaged in a sequence 
of comparative studies in regional development modeling. The 
general purpose of this work is to promote an international 
exchange of the best experiences and most advanced knowledge 
in the field. 
This paper by D.F. Batten and R. Sharpe was prepared as 
a contribution to a comparative study of multiregional model- 
ling. It gives a general overview of approaches to regional 
and multiregional modelling in Australia, describes the main 
models developed in that country, and gives their characteris- 
tics in terms of spatial focus, direction of causal links, and 
formal types of solution techniques. 
Boris Issaev 
Leader 
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AN OVERVIEW OF REGIONAL AND MULTIREGIONAL 
MODELLING IN AUSTRALIA 
D.F. Batten 
R. Sharpe 
1. Jntroduction 
The basis for regional modelling - regional theory - is still veryprimitive. 
Consequently, the history of regional modelling in general, and 
multiregional modelling in particular, is relatively short. In recent 
years, modestprogresshasbeenachievedinAustralia,mainlybyassimilating 
advanced theoretical techniques developed originally in other countries. 
Thepointhasnowbeenreachedwheresome Australianmodelling exerciseshave 
achieved significant international recognition. 
In this paper, we present an overview of the regional modelling work in 
Australia. We begin by developing a general framework to describe the 
distinguishing characteristics of these models. Important features, such 
as the model's purpose, structure, spatial focus, and method of solution are 
considered. Next, a short description' of existing ~ustral ian models is 
presented, comprisingmodels designed fora single region or set of regions. 
We then attempt a simple comparison of these models, followed by a short 
consideration oftrends emerging from similar modelling exercises overseas. 
The final section offerssomethoughtsonfuturedirections,bystressingthe 
need for an intearated system of modelsto generate consistent national and 
regional development options for the nation as a whole. 
2. A General Framework for Model Description 
In order to compare the existing suite of Australian models, there is a 
fundamental need for a general classification system to describe the 
pertinent characteristics of each model. Very few proposalshavebeenmade 
in this direction (see, for example, Nijkamp and Rietveld 1980). The 
following set of characteristics are regarded as a fundmental part of any 
such classification system. 
2.1 Spatial Focus 
Owing to the generality of the term "regional", we see it regularly used at 
widely differing levels of scale. For modelling purposes, the word needs 
further qualification to ensure a precise specification of each model's 
spatial focus. The following distinctions will therefore be adopted: 
REG1 ONAL - aseneral termreferringtothebehaviourofasinsleregion, 
with no detailed distinctions between the internal and 
external interactions. 
INTRAREGIONAL- a s~ecific term referring to the behaviour inside a sinsle 
region, with a detailed focus on internal relationships. 
MULTIREGIONAL- a a m  term referring to the behaviour of a srour, of 
regions, with no detailed distinctionsbetween the internal 
and external interactions. 
INTERREGIONAL- a specific term referring to the behaviour of a w o u ~  of
regions, with a detailed focus on the relationships between 
each pair of regions. 
2.2 Purpose of the Model 
Models can be devised for a multitude of different purposes. Following 
earlier modelling classifications (see, for example, Lee 19731, at least 
three basic purposes or perspectives appear relevant: 
DESCRIPTIVE/ANALYTICAL' models are mainly concerned with describing or 
analysing the features of an existing or historical regional system. 
Examples of this type of model include static input-output models, central 
place theory, and migration models which focus on cross-sectional studies. 
PREDICTIVE/FORECASTING modelsgenerallyattemptto estimatethe futurestate 
of a regional system by projecting historical trends or extending current 
patterns. Examples here include econometric models, demographic 
projections, and various simulation models. 
PRESCRIPTIVE/POLICY models attempt to determine the future state of a 
regional system by prescribing certain instruments ad objectives of various 
policy unitsrepresented in the model. Examples included in this groupare 
linear andnonlinear proqrammingmodels, balancedgrowth models, satisficing 
models, and models using control theory or the theory of games. 
~lthough theabove distinctionsmay appearto bestraightfornard, manymodels 
have beendesigned toembody elementsof each. Consequently, it makeslittle 
sense to classify a model for one purpose exclusively (see Sharpe and 
Karlqvist 1980). The terms predictive and prescriptive may be somewhat 
unidimensional, since much predictive behaviour often involvesoptimization 
by individuals or sub-groups, whereas prescriptive planning and policy- 
making often strives for predictable goals and objectives. The main 
advantage of the above distinctions may simply be that they pinpoint the 
institutional context of the modelling exercise. 
2.3 Structural Relationships 
Structural Relationships, or linkages between the variousspatial units, may 
exist within each level or betweendifferent levels ofamodellinghierarchy. 
These two orthogonal directions allow for 
(i) mutual relationships between regions, and 
(ii) relationships between region and the nation as a whole. 
The first class is subdivided into models which contain inteqegional 
linkages, and those which do not. The second class gives rise to four 
possibilities:. 
INDEPENDENT models, in whichno relationshipsare considered between nation 
and region. 
TOP-DOWN models, in whichthe regionsare influencedby nationalbehaviour, 
but not vice versa. This can be viewed as a process of disaggregation. 
BOTTOM-UP models, in which the nation is influencedbytheregion(s), butnot 
vice versa. In this case, the process is one of aggregation. 
MIXED models, in which some of the variables are determined at the national 
level, while others are defined at the regional level. This approach seems 
the most acceptable, since it allows for various mutual interrelationships 
between nation and region. 
The distinctionsoutlinedabove lead to eight structural classesof regional 
model (see Table 1). nodels of type 1-4 may be called regional, 
intraregional, or multiregional, depending upon their spatial focus. 
Models belonging to types 5-8 are all interregional. 
Tab le  1. S t r u c t u r a l  Classes o f  4eg iona l  Models. 
( 1  Links between regions I I ---------------- 
I I  N o  I Yes 
---------------------------------------------------- 
Links I Independent I I 1 I 5 
between I Top-down I I 2 I 6 
nation & I Bottom-up I I 3 I 7 
region I Mixed I I 4 I 8 
2.4 Time Perspectives 
Here we may choose either DISCRETE time periods, or try to model time as a 
CONTIMJJM, in which variables and parameters change continuously. 
Furthermore, eachmodel maybe organized onthebasisof COMPARATIVESTATICS 
or as a truly 9YNAMIC system. 
2.5 Classes of Solution 
Models are normally developed with aparticular solution technique inmind, 
since the success of a model often hinges on its ease and cost of solution. 
Existing techniques may be classified as follows: 
EQUILIBRIUM solutions, in whicha setof equilibriumrelationships aresolved 
simultaneously, or progressively. These models are typified by containing 
as many equations (or relationships) as unknown variables. 
ECONOMETRIC solutions, in which statistical (regression) relationships, 
fitted to historical data, are extrapolated into the future. 
OPTIMIZATION solutions, wherein one or more planning objectives are 
estqblished, and the variables are then determined so as to satisfy the 
ob jective(s1. Mathematical programming models are a well-known example. 
Variantsof optimization include multi-objective and multi-criteriamodels, 
game-theoretical models, and those using control theory. 
INFORMATION-THEORET ICXL solutions, vhich may be characterized as the most 
probable solution in a statistical sense. They attempt to find the least 
biased estimate of the Gnknown variables, based on the (partially complete) 
information available. Examples of this type are entropy-maximizing 
models, andbiproportional modelslike theRASand Cross-Fratartechniques. 
The last two solution classesare typifiedby containingfewer equationsor 
relationships than unknown variables. 
3. Australian Resional and Multiresional Models 
3.1 Intraregional Hodels 
A number of Australian models have been developed specifically for the 
analysis of a single region. Included amongst these are various land use 
models developed by the CSIRO and the Hunter Valley Research Foundation, as 
well assome survey-basedregional input-outputtables. Foremost amongthis 
intrsregional work have been two continuing project sin Queensland. One of 
these is being undertaken by Jensen and his colleagues at the University of 
Queensland, and deals with the estimation of intraregional input-output 
tables and their use in regional impact analyses (see Jensen et a1 . 1979 1. 
The other, led by Stark at JamesCook University, involves aForrester-type 
systemsdynamicsmodel to simulate growth inasingleregion (seestark etal. 
19761. We shall discuss the input-output work first. 
3.1.1 Intraregional input-output models 
~lthou~h Parker (19671 was the first to produce a sub-national table for 
Australia (atable for Western Australiaderived principally from secondary 
data) the work undertaken at the University of Queensland has subsequently 
dominated the input-output scene. Over a number of years, Jensen and his 
colleagueshave refinedtheirapproach, to produceatechnique which applies 
various adjustments to the national table to allow for prices, international 
trade, and regional imports. They also advocate thesystematic insertionof 
superior data, whenever reliable flow statistics are available. The 
resulting system, known as the GRITtechnique for generating regional input- 
output tables, has been applied extensively in a number of Australian 
studies. 
The GRIT technique is predominantly a nonsurvev approach, which attempts to 
adjust national coefficients for regional purposes. Thisapproach has much 
in commonwith earlierattemptstoadjust fortemporal changesin thenational 
tables, such as the RAS method ofbiproportional matrixadjustment (seestone 
19621. Some authors have been extremely critical of the manner in which 
national coefficients have been used for regional purposes (see, for example, 
Tiebout 1957 and Miernyk 1972, 19761. This is simply because it is most 
unlikely that a set of adjustments to the national figures are capable of 
taking all the pertinent regional influences into account. 
A number of important structural differences exist between any intra- 
regional input-output model and its national counterpart. Because inta- 
regional tables are more open than the national table to which they 
correspond, exports and imports account for a larger share of total 
transactions in the region than in the nation. So, the size of the import 
coefficient in any given column of the intraregional matrix may be quite 
large, causing local input coefficients in the same column to fall well below 
those in the national table. Forthis reason alone., it iseasy tounderstand 
why,the adoption of national coefficients inregional modelscan sometimesbe 
misleading. Clearly, there are wide variations in export and import 
patterns from region to region. 
Regional interindustry structure appears to be particularly sensitive to 
short-run disturbances in the region's propensity to import (see Emerson 1976 
or Conway 19801, so an accurate picture of the complete trading pattern 
between regions now appears essential. In other words, a full inter- 
regional analysis is required. A survey approach tothis problemwould bean 
advantage, but the cost and effort usually precludes this possibility. A 
nonsurvey approach to the interregional problem is discussed in Section 3.3 
3.1.2 Regional systems dynamics 
The systemsdynamicsmodeldevelopedbyStarkandhisassociatesatJamesCook 
University is designed to simulate growth in a single region. The model is 
actually divided into two parts: 
(i> a simulation model of intraregional economic growth, based upon 
interactions betweenthe region'spopulation andits economicsectors. 
Activity levels for base industries are provided exogenously. 
(ii) a demographic submodel to forecast changes in the population, 
employment levels, and demand for services, based on the existing 
population trends and expected migration patterns. 
The model is essentiqlly an export-base forecasting model, containing a 
demographic submodel, which is operated using Forrester's systemsdynamics 
methodology. It therefore involves extensive use of positive andnegative 
feedback loops, which connect the various subsystems. 
Systems dynamicsmodels arera therpronetoacumula t ive  build-up of errors, 
arising frominaccuracies in the parameter estimationof each feedback loop. 
They often lead to cyclic behaviour, in which the system oscillates between 
"boom" and "doom" conditions. Since the i n i t i a l c o n t r o v e r s y o v e r t h e  world 
models usedinthe Club of Romestudies, testingprocedureshavesubsequently 
beendevelopedto validatethe consistencyof thesemodels. They canperhaps 
provide an interesting-alternative to those based on more complex sets of 
equations, but it may still be difficult to interpret results which are 
submerged in an extensive system of feedback interactions. 
3.2 Multiregional Models 
Studies involving a group of regions have been dominated by attempts to 
disaggregate national models into component submodels for each state. The 
main efforts have come frommembers ofthe IKPACTproject team. Thisgroup 
was originally established by the Industries Assistance Commission, in 
collaboration with other government departments and universities. The 
project continues, somewhat precariously, as a Commonwealth Government 
inter-agency study, in conjunctionwiththeUniversityofHelbourne. It isa 
tragedy that such an important Australian project is not receiving the 
support it deserves. 
3.2.1 Regional disaggregation of the ORANI model 
The ORANI model is essentially anational model, developedhythe IMPACTteam 
to analyse the effects on industries and employment of various economic 
adjustments. Changes in tariffs, resource exploitation, world commodity 
prices, theexchange rate, subsidies, realwages, andlocalpricingpolicies, 
are but a few of the many sensitivity studies which the model is designed to 
perform. ORANI * S basic structure belongs to the Johansen ( 1960, 1974 I class 
of multisectoral growth models, which linearize the differential 
relationships between economic variables. Although the number of equations 
and variables are several millions, the theoretical structure is simple and 
quite tractable. 
The team has subsequently developed a regional disaggregation procedure, 
whichcanbe run sequentially withthemainORAN1 programtogenerateresults 
for each of the six ~ustralian states (see Dixon, Parmenter and Vincent 1978 1. 
Their approach is an adaption of the multiregional technique proposed by 
Leontief, Morgan, Polenske, Simpson and Tower (1965). The principal 
advantage of the LMPST method is its modest demands for data, created by 
imposing asimple distinction between regionally-traded (national) andnon- 
traded (local) commodities. It thereby avoids the necessity for detailed 
data concerning interregional trade flows, by assuming that all demand for 
local goods is satisfied intraregionally. Each region's share in the total 
output of each national commodity is treated as exogenously given. 
The ORANI disaggregation has been limited to the six states because the 
necessarydataare morereadilyavailableatthislevel, andbecause thereare 
good geographical reasons (perhaps peculiar to Australia) for expectingthe 
simple LMPST methodology to be successful at the state level. The major 
weakness of the model is the inherent assumption that each region's input- 
output structureisadequatelydescribed bythe nationalcoefficients. This 
assumption may provide areasonable first approximation at the state level, 
but it would certainly be a major source of error at more detailed levels of 
disaggregation. Factors which cause the regional coefficients to differ 
significantly include different vintages of capital, materials, and labour 
(old versus newtechnologies), different input prices, input substitutions, 
and wide variations in interregional trading patterns. These differences 
have stimulated recent research into more accurate means for estimation 
intraregional input-output tables, as discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.3.3. 
If the ORANI-LMPST model was modifiedtoallow forthese regionalvariations, 
its explanatorypower and potential for general application would be greatly 
enhanced. In the meantime, the existing version offersa convenient first 
approximation, which may be quite adequate for many state purposes. 
3 . 2 . 2  Fitzpatrick's model 
The modeldevelopedbyFitzpatrick (1980) isalsobasedprimarilyontheORAN1 
model. Itsdriving force isanational projectionof thefuture structureof 
Australian industry, derived from a scenario of developments in 
international trade,technological change,demographic shifts,andthelike. 
The purpose of the model is to generate a view of the possible structure of 
regional economies in the longrun. The modelisnotactuallydynamic,which 
has simplified its construction considerably. 
As with the W S T  model, a distinction is made between national and local 
industries. The nationalsectors arepartitioned furtherintothreegroups: 
(i those industries whose locations depend on natural resources 
(ii) those which are typifiedby large plantshaving definitedevelopment 
plans, and 
(iii) those whichare freeto locateanywhere, dependingonly onproduction 
and transportation costs. 
The latter (footloose) group of industries turn out to be the most difficult 
to represent accurately in the model. Their behaviour is set in an 
optimization framework, in which their locations are determined by 
minimizing the total costs of production and transportation. 
3 . 2 . 3  The MRSMAE model 
Liew (19771 hasdevelopeda regionalizedversion of Johansen's (1960)general 
equilibrium model, building upon earlier extensionsby Dixon et al. (1977). 
It is known as the multi-regional, sectoral model ofthe Australian economy 
(MRSMAE). Like ORANI, Liew focusses on the impacts of trade liberalization 
and other economic policies, but with greaterregional emphasis. Unlikethe 
earlier regional versions of ORANI, nodistinction is made between national 
and regional sectors. All commodities areassumed mobile. Labour,capital 
and landaretreatedaspotential  substitutes, withconstant elasticities of 
substitution. 
The model is expressed as a set of linear equations, which may be solved to 
generate an equilibrium solution in terms of regional production, 
investment, labour, wages, etc. Facility is made for most variables to be 
specified exogenously or determined endogenously, subject to consistency 
requirements. 
3.3 Interurban and Interregional Hodels 
In recent years, the construction of single-regionmodels, andmultiregional 
models which ignore spatial linkages (e.g. spillovers and feedbacks), have 
been deemed unsatisfactory for several reasons (see Bolton 1980, Glickman 
1980, or Nijkamp and Rietveld 19801. From both the theoretical and the 
policy-making viewpoint, the need for interregional models is unanimous. 
Although interregional model-building is a rather recent experience in 
Australia, it is perhaps in this class of models that Australian work has 
achieved significant recognition internationally. We shall begin our 
discussion with an interurban model, and then progress to two interregional 
modelling exercises. 
3.3.1 Interurban hierarchy model 
Forster (19791 has modelled the structure of an interurban system, based on 
the supposition that urban centres are the major operational units in the 
cooperative system of economic transactions. Such an assumption does not 
appear unreasonable inan Australian context, sincemore thanthree-quarters 
of the population are concentrated in six or seven major urban centres. 
Forster's model further postulates that the economic system functions by 
passing information between different types (levels) of urban centres, and 
between different types of information processing functions within these 
centres. 
For simplicity, competitive elements within this system- (e.9.  individuals, 
firms, industries, towns, etc.) are ignoredateachhierarchical level. In 
so much as the model embodies a theory of cooperating urban centres, it 
contrasts sharply with central place theory, which postulates a system of 
competingurban centres. Themode! concentratesupon thepopulation ineach 
centre. It considers that centres of the same hierarchical rank, but 
possessing different qualitative links in the hierarchy, may have vastly 
different populations. Thisisparticularlytrue for thetownsrankedlower 
in the hierarchy. 
Forster's model may be a more realistic representation of the historical 
development of the Australian interurban hierarchy than that provided by 
central place theory. In particular, the pattern of retail purchasing can be 
regardedasgovernedbythe basicstructure ofthe localspace economy,rather 
than the reverse, which has often been assumed in the past. 
3.3.2. The DREAM model 
A dyhamicregional economic allocation model (known asDREAM1 wasdeveloped 
at the CSIRO Division of Building Research in 1975 (see Sharpe and Batten 
1976, or Karlqvist et al. 19781, principally for use in regional planning 
studies. This optimization model has an input-output framework, with 
constraints on the population distribution, migration, employment, 
production, consumption, investments, imports and exports. The temporal 
structure is represented by a simple dynamic multiplier principle, which 
relates capital investment to output in the various sectors (during the same 
time period) by aset of linear investment coefficients. The net change in 
capital (gross investment less provisions for depreciation) thenservesasa 
capacity constraint on the level of production in the next time period. 
As with the regional versions of ORANI, a distinction is made between 
products f rom national sectors, which are transferable between regions 
(footloose), and resional products which are not transferable. The flow- 
stock relationships for the regional sectors take a closed form, similar to 
the usual balanced dynamic Leontief model. Adummy region is used to absorb 
excesssupplyordemandwithinnationalsectors.  Amodifiedgravitymodelis 
used to estimate the interregional flows between various national sectors. 
This gravity model can also be derived using entropy-maximizing methods. 
An initial objective of maximizing net surplus (exports less imports less 
transportation costs)was chosen. Morerecently, otherobjectives havebeen 
investigated by including production, employment, populationdistribution, 
investment, consumption, intermediate demand, import and export terms (all 
linear), and transportation cost terms (quasi-quadratic), in the objective 
function. Various combinations have been explored by weighting eachterm, 
anddiscountingbetweentime periodshasbeenusedtogivegreaterimportance 
to initial time periods. Thus the objective function, and the choice of 
constraints, may be manipulated to reflect various community goals. 
The mathematical programming formulation can be solved using iterative 
linear proqramming techniques or entropy-maximizing methods. The 
computerprogrm, which isfully o~erationa1,hasalreadybeen implementedin 
a wide variety of Australian studies (see, for example, Sharpe and Batten 
1976, Sharpe et a1 . 1977, Karlqvist et a1 . 1978, Sharpe, Ohlsson and Batten 
1979, and Shwpe, Batten and Anderson 19811. 
Lesse and Shaqpe (1981) have recently formulated acontroltheoryversion of 
DREAH, byrelaxingtheassumption of supply-demandequilibrim. Imbalances 
betweenthesupplyof,anddernandfor, goods,services, capitaland labour(at 
both the national and regional levels) are assumed to be the main driving 
force in the.economy. These imbalancesmay be expressed in terms of either 
quantities or their dual variables, namely prices. 
It is furthe€ assumed that the economy may be managed by a set of control 
variables, which direct the trajectory of the economy through space and time 
along some de,$ired path ( e .g. a turnpike growth path where all sectors expand 
at a balanced growth rate). Control variables may include a subset of 
prices, wages, output levels, investments and transport costs. The 
resulting foqulationis expressedasadynamic optimizationproblem, withan 
objective which minimizes a discounted weighted sum of cost penalties. 
These penaltfesare associatedwiththesupply-dernand imbalances,deviations 
from the desired growth path, and the cost of implementing controls. The 
formulation also allows for the input of stochastic data, since regional 
statistics are usually sparse, of variable reliability, and only made 
available intermittently. 
3.3.3 The INTEREG model 
To develop an accurate picture of the production structure and trading 
pattern for any single region, account must be taken of various development 
patternsoccuringoutsidethatparticularregion, inadditiontothesupply- 
demand imbalances within the region. Many ofthe earlysttempts to develop 
intraregional input-output tables failedtoacknowledge, or even recognize, 
the importance of these' spatial interdependencies (see, for example, Moore 
and Petersen 1955, Schaffer and Chu 1969, Morrison and Smith 1974). More 
recently, the complete interregional problemhasbeentackled withthe aidof 
information theory (see Batten and Tremelling 1980, andBatten 1981: 1982). 
In his INTEREG model, Batten proposes three alternative approaches to the 
statistic estimation of interregional and intersectoral flows, using a 
limited database of industrial and multiregional information. In each 
approach, a distinction is made between flows to intermediate and to final 
demand. In contrast to earliermethods which have adoptedvarious a uriori 
flowassumptions, he investigates four different casesdescribingtheextent 
to which information on intraregional demands is avai lable (thereby 
defining imbalances between intraregional production and consumption 
levels 1, 
In the first approach, supplies and demands are considered to be pooled on a 
regional basis. Each case is therefore treated as a form of hypothesis 
testing, in which the expected frequencies ina four-dimensionalcontingency 
table are estimated subject to various sets of marginal constraints, It is 
possible to solve all fourcasesusingastandarditerativeprocedure. If a 
set of nodal (intraregional) capacityconstraintsare addedtothe basic set 
of interregional accounts, an entropy-maximizing (maximum likelihood) 
approach is necessary, The result is a minimally biased estimate of the 
interregional flovs, which is maximally non-committal with respect to 
missing information (see Jaynes 1957). 
The existenceoihistorical flow informationprompts athirdapproach, namely 
application of the principle of minimum information gain. Using this 
technique, anapriori flow distribution isupdatedto satisfyaknown set of 
interregional constrahts. This procedure can be regarded as one of 
efficient information adding (Snickars 19791. 
Batten has also demonstrated the use of information-theoretical techniques 
using a closed form of Leontief's dynamic model, in which investments 
designed to expand productive capacity are treated as endogenous flows 
instead of aspart of final demand. Apart from its relevance totheanalysis 
of interregional developmentpatterns, thisapproachalsopermits thesross 
intersectoral flows to be estimated on an interregional basis. 
The advantages inherent in Batten's approach relate firstly to the 
flexibility of the chosen methodology, which caters for a wide variety of 
pertinent information (expressed in the f orm of 1 inear equality or inequality 
constraints), without affecting the solution procedure. This flexibility 
extends to a mixture of survey and nonsurvey data. Results provide ample 
evidence of the allowance for cross-haulinq, which is also an inherent 
feature of the methodology. Furthermore, the INTEREG philosophy ensures 
that thetechnical requirementsof localindustriescanbedistinguishedfrom 
the interregional trade patterns. This leads to an accurate estimationof 
intraresional requirements, which are the key to the determination of 
intraregional input-output coefficients. 
Following some initial applications in Australia (see Battenand Tremelling 
1980 1, the INTEREG model has been adopted for a Swedish study of interregional 
multiplier effects and is currently being tested in Finland by comparative 
experiments with survey-based tables. 
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4. A Comparison of Australian Models 
Using the descriptive framework developedin Section 2, wecan classify and 
compare the Australian models described above. Table 2 contains this 
descriptive summary. The following features are evident: 
(i) there isa very strong emphasis oneconomicsasthe fundamentalhse; 
(ii) a majority of the models have been designed for 
predictive/forecasting purposes; 
(iii) all the multiregional models employatop-downapproach, whereasthe 
interregional models can accomodate a mixed approach; 
(iv) there are very few Australian models which are capable of dealing 
with regional development in the long run: and, 
(v) equilibrium solutions have predominated. particularly in 
multiregional modelling. 
Although interregional model-building is still arelativelyrareand recent 
experience in Australia, it is the authors' firm belief that the 
interregional approachis themost appropriateone ina spatialcontext. The 
obvious drawback to the development of detailed interregional models is the 
considerable cost and effort involved in their empirical impleqentation. A 
simple f o m  of interregional model can be derived by considering each region 
as part of a two-region model (Round 1978 > : the region itself and the rest of 
the world. This could lead to substantial improvements in the accuracy of 
intraregional estimates. While this type of model makes small demands for 
data, it usually understatesthe true extent of interregional feedbacks and 
spillovers. In any genuine interregional system, a basic requirement is 
that all the relevant regions be treated equivalentlyand directly, leading 
normally to the consideration of a large number of regions. 

In the following section, we shall take up the question of interregional 
modelling by broadening our focus to include recent international 
developments inthis area. Thesecontemporarymodellingexercises suggesta 
fruitful framework forthe future integrationof spatialmodelling effortsat 
a wide range of functional and structural levels. The following discussion 
is taken from Batten (1981). 
5. Future Directions for Australian Mcdellinq 
5.1 Theoretical Background 
Regional and interregional modelling presently lack firm theoretical 
foundations. The attemptsto generalizeneoclassical economictheory, soas 
to encompass the spatial dimension, have largely failed because of their 
simplistic approach to the determinants of interregionalflows, possiblythe 
most distinctive feature of regional development. Neoclassical economics 
has neglected spatial factors, such asdistance and location, which may beof 
critical importance in explaining regional growth (Richardson 1973). 
Forecast-oriented techniques, such as regional input-output analysis 
(Richardson 1972) and development planning models (Tinbergen 1967orMennes 
et al. 19691, should not primarily be seen as a contribution to regional 
growththeory. Their usefulness is relatedto examiningthe consequencesof 
specific changes in exogenous factors (via impact analyses or scenario 
generation), or determining the most likely or most desirable pattern of 
development, rather than to any improvement in our understanding of the 
regionalization process itself. It is very much in this latter tradition 
that the following search for an integrated modelling framework should be 
viewed. 
Although i npu t -ou tpu tana lys i sp rov idesan  extremely flexible framework for 
spatial modelling, we have stressed repeatedlythat itsregional economy is 
extremely open In comparison with the nation to which it belongs. Thishas 
two very important consequences. Firstly, effective regional planningmust 
take into account variousdevelopment patterns occurring outside the region 
in question. Thus the model framework should include interresional 
1 inkases . 
Secondly, regionalratesof growthanddeclinearemuchmoreaccentwtedthan 
on the national level. In any medium to long term forecasting, the 
repercussions of different growth rates cannot be ignored. Thus themodel 
framework should also be dynamic. 
Having established a fundamental need foradynamic interregional framework 
of the interindustry type, at least two other important decisions remain. 
Within the chosen class of models, either optimization or equilibrium 
solutions are readily available. Furthermore, either open or closed 
versions of each model may be explored. Our suggestions regarding these 
properties will be deferred, however, until we have reviewed some existing 
models which fulfil our basic requirements. 
5.2 A Brief Overview of Some Overseas Models 
Spatial versions of Leontief's.dynamic model were first suggested in theory 
over twenty years ago (see Moses 1955, 1960). In the lengthy period 
following this theoretical underpinning, very few models have since become 
fully operational. Some exceptions are summarized in Table 3. One 
intraregional model is included in the table, because of its early 
contribution to the advancement of dynamic modelling. The seven other 
models are all interregional. 
Table 3 is not intended to provide an exhaustive summary, since othermodels 
have certainly appeared. The models include therein are simply considered 
to be representative of the chronological pattern of advancement in this 
area. A brief discussion of each model follows. 
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5.2.1 The West Virginia model 
Miernyk and his associates made the first attempt to implement a dynamic 
regional input-output model in the late sixties (see Hiernyk et al. 1970). 
The West Virginia model is not an interregional model, but it makes a very 
useful distinction between replacement and expansion capital. A slightly 
modified form of the Leontief dynamic inverse is used to project capital 
requirements. 
When tested by Miernyk, the model produced forecasts that were only 
marginally different from a series of comparative-static forecasts with a 
relatively simple Leontief-type model. The West Virginian example 
demonstrates that the analyst must choose carefully between the costs of 
additional data collection, and and the strategic returns to be gained from a 
more detailed specification of the relationships between investment and 
growth. 
5.2.2 The Maryland model 
At much the same time as Miernyk's work, Harris (1970) attempted to embed 
Almon's (1966) national model into an interregional framework. His main 
objective was to forecast industrial activity at the regional level, along 
with other regional variables including population, income and employment. 
He used linear programming to solve the transportation problem for shadow 
prices, rather than to estimate the optimum trade flows. His interest in 
trade flows was therefore peripheral. 
5.2.3 The Indian model 
Mathur ( 1972 implemented a transport-cost-minimising mode1 for optimal 
regional allocation in India. His open model combines linear programming 
techniques with dynamic input-output analysis. The Indian economy is 
divided into 5 regions and 27 sectors, for which three average growth 
trajectories (zero, 10% and15%) areexamined. Constraints maybe imposedon 
regional trade balances and resource exploitation. Results indicate that 
the optimumpatternof production i sh ighlysens i t ivetoratesof  growth,and 
to the trade balance constraints (Mathur 1972, p. 220). 
5.2.4 The Swedish model 
An interregionalmodelwhichpostulatesbalancedgrowthinaclosedsystemof 
regional economies has been proposed by Andersson (1975). The model is of 
the equilibrium type, and adopts a dynamic interregional growth and 
allocation model as. an organizing mechanism for spatial flows. The 
allocation of regional production isorganized in suchawaythatdemandsand 
supplies areequilibrated at the variousnodes inthe transportationnetwork. 
Andersson argues that the transportation system is in equilibrium if it 
preserves a balanced situation in each of the regionally differentiated 
commodity markets, and is consistent with goals like full employent and a 
given level of resource conservation. 
5.2.5 The TIM model 
Since 1970, six German research groups have been striving towards the 
completion of a total interregional model (TIM 1 for the Federal Republic of 
Germany. ~n interim report (Funck and Rembold 19751 explainsthat the model 
has four components, namely (i) a demand submodel, (ii) an input-output 
model, (iii) a production submodel, and (iv) a resource submodel. 
Interregional, sector-specific commodity flowsarederivedusingamodified 
version of the gravity model. Unfortunately, this research has since been 
abandoned owing to insurmountable difficulties with data collection. 
5.2.6 The Dutch model 
HafkampandNijkamp (1978, 1980) havedevelopedan interregional model which 
links production, investment, employment and pollution on an intersectoral 
basis. The welfare profile for each region is assumed to contain three 
elements (production, employment and pollution) which form the basis of a 
multiobjective decision framework. Solution is by a compromise method, 
basedonadistancemetric, whichminimizesthediscrepancybetweenthe setof 
efficient solutionsand the ideal solution. The notionsof satisficinqand 
displaced ideals are therefore implied (see Simon 1957, or van Delft and 
Nijkamp 1977). 
5.2.7 The MORSE model 
A recent Swedish model employs a mixed approach to the task of achieving 
consistency between the national and regional levels. The model (knownas 
MORSE) links the energy sector to the rest of the economy in a multiregional 
perspective (Lundqvist 1981). MORSE draws on achievements in input-output 
theory, development modelling, and mathematical programming. Its multi- 
objective approach combines goals for economic, employment and energy 
planning into a linear programming framework. The model has many features 
that aresimilar tothe DREAMmodel, andisusedto analysethe feasibilityand 
consistency of regional developments, with respect to national ambitions in 
economic and energy policies. 
5.2.8 Discussion 
What insights can be gleaned from these dynamic interregional modelling 
exercises? Firstly, there is a definite need for internal consistency 
between economic behaviour at the national levelandaggregatemultiregional 
behaviour. Ths doesnot imply identical objectivesat eachlevel, but simply 
m'eans that the various parameters must agree with the national totals when 
s m s d  over all regions. The pioneering interregional incdelsachievedthis 
consistency by employing atop-down approach. Althoughthisdisaggregation 
procedure represents a convenient means of extending national planning 
systems to the multiregional level, it suffers from a serious inability to 
quantify theeffects onthe nationaleconomyofchangingregionalconditions. 
The ideal interregional model requires a mixed approach, in which some 
variables are prescribed at the national level while others are determined 
regionally. 
Secondly, traditional optimization models were based on the assumption of 
independent decision-making units striving fora singleobjective. In many 
of the early interregional models, thisobjective was to minimize transport 
costs. Fortunately, there is nou a growing awareness that planners and 
policy-makersmustreallybasetheirdecisions onamultiplicitvof criteria 
(e.9, equity, efficiency, ecological balance, etc.). They must therefore 
considera wide range of policy objectives (implyingamultidimensionalsoal 
function) toref lect thedifferentaspirat ionsanddesireswhich existwithin 
their community. 
Thirdly, there is an increasing need to develop a flexible interregional 
framework, which permits certain linkages and spillover effects to be 
explored in greater detail. Important issues, such as energy consumption, 
environmental pollution, and resource depletion, nou require specific 
treatment within an integrated economic framework. A feu of the models in 
Table 3 have explored some of these issues. Other static models have 
examined the interactions between energy, pollution and other economic 
activities on a interregional basis (see Lesuis, Huller and Nijkamp 1980). 
An extension of the latter work into a dynamic setting would be extremely 
valuable. 
Finally, but perhaps foremost, there isaformidableobstablewhich isshared 
by all the interregional modelling exercises undertaken so far: that of 
limited availability of suitable data. This difficulty seems likely to 
persist, as modellers attempt to introduce additional dimensions to the 
planningprocess. It is therefore important to makeprogressive changesand 
improvementstoourmethodsof estimation. It is now clear that information 
theory can make an important contribution to this endeavour. 
To build upon these earlier exercises, we shall now attempt to develop a 
general modelling framework which 
(i) provides a flexible mechanism for the integrated analysis of 
national and regional development options, and also 
(ii) demonstrates the valuable and versatile role which information 
theory can play in such an analysis. 
5.3 A Hierarchical Modelling System 
It is clear that long-term economic planning cannot be based on a single goal 
f_uunction alone but must encompass a number of goals at different levels of the 
planning process. It must also allow for a mixture of variables, each of 
which may be determined or constrained at different levels. It therefore 
appears that wherever we wish to analyse organized economic activity, we are 
really confronted with multilevel or hierarchical phenomena. 
Yet hierarchical analysis is still practically non-existent in traditional 
economic theor;, and has only recently been introduced into regional science 
(see Isard 1977, Kaniss 1978, or Isard and Liossatos 1979). We shall try to 
consol idate on these few analyses, by describing a general hierarchical 
system which, for our present purposes, will consider only five different 
levels of modelling effort. This system has its foundations in Isard's 
globally balanced regional input-output model, which identifies a 
hierarchcal structure of political authorities and corresponding 
commodities ( see Isard 1977 . 
Our multilevel system is depicted in Figure 1. Although it successively 
disaggregates the development problem, it also permits an autonomous 
tendency at each level to counterbalance the integrative forces in the system 
as a whole (see Koestler 1967, or Simon 1973). In reality, this hierarchy is 
open-ended in the downward, as it is in the upward direction. 
The general system of models corresponding to this five-level hierarchy is 
represented in Figure 2. At the uppermost 1eve1,decisionstakenconcerning 
international trade patterns provide important constraints on feasible 
development optionsin each nation. Similarly, decisionstakenatboththe 
international and national levels impose further constraints on the 
decision-maker at the regional level. However, it should be stressedthat 
higher-level modelscan onlycoordinate, butnot completelycontrolthegoal- 
seeking activities at lower levels (Mesarovic et al. 1970). 
We canassociate thishierarchical structure 
simlar commodity classification system. It is not only useful, but 
increasingly necessry to recognize that some commodities are balanced (in 
terms of production and consumption) at the international level only. 
Others may be balanced at the national, regional or local levels. Similar 
distinctions are also made with respect to the mobility of industries (see 
Karlqvist et al. 1978). World industries (often referred to as 
transnationals or multinationals) are regarded as free to locate in any 
nation. ?rational industries are free to locate in any region. World 
industries also tend to market their products to any nation, national 
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industries to any region and so on. Which goods turn out to be world 
commodities, and which-remain national, regional and local, depends to a 
large extent on the structure and conditions of trade. 
The advantageof this five-level hierarchylies inthe abilityto analyseeach 
subsystem ina relatively independent fashion. The neardecomrmsabilitvof 
subsystems (Simon 1973) makes it possible to focus on the dynamics of one 
level, while ignoring both higher and lower level dynamics for the sake of 
simplification. "We can build atheory ofa systemat the Ievel of dynamics 
that isobservable, in ignorance ofthedetailed structureof dynamicsatthe 
next level down." (Simon 1973, pp.110-1171. 
The autonomy permitted at each level is, of course, accompanied by a set of 
constraints to coordinate and integrate the submodels' behaviour. The 
control exerted through these constraints is closely related to the amount 
and type of information collected at eachlevel. Simon'spointisthatnear- 
decomposability minimizes information flows between levels, and hence 
between submodels. It is here that the first clue to the role which 
information theory could play in hierarchical systems analysis emerges. 
As we move down our five-level hierarchy, at each stepweprugresstoamodel 
in whichbehaviour is increasingly disaggregated on aspatial basis. Inso 
doing, we face an increasingly difficult data problem: that of making 
efficient useofthe information furnishedat higher,moreaggregatedlevels, 
to coordinate the patterns of behaviour at the more disagqregated levels 
below. Information theory can obviously play a very useful role in our 
hierarchical modelling system. 
distinguish between the structural and Eunctior,sl aspects of this 
hierarchical system. Koestlerrelatesthe former tothespatial properties 
of the system, and the latter to processes over time (Koestler 1967, p.59). 
Evidently, structure and function are not easily spearated, and represent 
complementary aspects of an indivisible spatio-temporal process. By 
regarding each model (level) in our hierarchy as being responsible for a 
certain degree of detai 1, a separabi 1 ity of focus is maintained, leading to an 
efficient suecialization of function at each level in the hierarchy. 
An euuilibratinq function might be proposed for the national level. At the 
intermediate level of regional developments, a satisficinq function is 
important, basedon theneed r'orcompromise solutions. Ateven lowerlevels, 
where the decisions of individuals are more easily recognized, the logical 
function is one of o~timization. Quite clearly, alternative functional 
arrangements would also warrant investigation. 
5.4 Concluding Remarks 
If weconcentrate onthe nationaland regional levels inour suggestmodelling 
hierarchy, it i sposs ibletodeviseasystemof  submodelswhichcouldbe used 
to analyse feasible national and regional development options. Such an 
integrated system is schematicallyrepresentedinFigure3. It iscertainly 
not considered to be the only instrument availab,le for the analysis of 
feasible developn~ent paths in our spatial system. In reality, there is ample 
scope to modif y the model formulations at each level, or even to discard the 
hierarchical assumption completely. It is left to the reader to ponder 
varfous alternative frameworks. 
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